
Calling out to the feminist strike 8th of March 2022 

 

Overworked, overseen, un(der)paid. We’re on strike! Together against the patriarchy and capitalism! 

We are calling out to all FLINTA*s to join us on the 8th of March in a feminist strike and to join the 

international feminist movement against oppression. 

We are FLINTA*s (women, lesbian, intersex, non-binary, trans and A-gender people). We are the ones 

who do the majority of unpaid labour in private, because of this we earn less money and are more often 

faced with poverty in old age. Structural and individual violence against FLINTA*s has been rising for 

many years. Furthermore, the historically grown societal structures of oppression such as racism, sexism 

and a class society keep this system upright and continue to enable this inequality. 

At the same time, we are in a deadly climate crisis, Europe's border regime is getting more brutal, 

antisemitic hate is receiving new upwind, similarly Queer hostility is rising not only in Hungary or 

Poland. In the whole European Union, the violence and hatred against Queer and trans people is 

increasing, the anti-feminist changes to laws and the encroachment of fundamental rights of non-

heteronormative people affects us worldwide. Even supposed feminists in Germany are inciting trans-

hostility. The neoliberal politics are causing stagnant wages, among other things in the care and 

education sectors, ill-equipped schools and the cancelation of social benefits are on the agenda, while 

rents and the cost of daily living increases. We say: it cannot go on like this!  

In order to put up a fight against these conditions and to build up economic and social pressure we need 

a feminist strike! Worldwide FLINTA*s are fighting for a better world and are laying down their work 

together. Join us in the struggle for a feminist general strike for a society of solidarity.  

 

Overworked, overseen, un(der)paid 

Our work hasn't just been holding our society running, since the beginning of the covid 19-pandemic, but 

long before then, all under precarious conditions. Raising children, the emotional care of friends and 

family, housework or the caring for relatives, primarily we are the ones who take care of it all! Even the 

work in the day-care center, in the hospital, in the retirement home or in the facilities for disabled 

people, is being primarily done by FLINTA*s. The immigrant FLINTA*s among us can be found in the 

worst conditions and areas of work, this is due to many multiple structures of discrimination. During the 

covid19-crisis the situation in the health sector has been particularly exaggerated, and yet there are still 

no improvements to be seen. Increasingly there is a lack of staff, time, materials and appropriate 

spaces, to take adequate care of our people. We are arriving at our physical and mental limits and yet 

we still do not get enough recognition or payment. This proves the crisis can not only be found in health 

care system. The crisis is rooted in this capitalist system.  

 

For a feminist strike! 

This year we are organizing a nationwide feminist strike on the 8th march. We want to lay down our 

care-work which we do everyday and together with the workers in social facilities like day care and 



institutions for disabled people, we will fight for better working conditions for us all. In these 

professions over 80% of the employees are FLINTA*s and many of our activists also work in this sector. 

After all, the pressure of these kind of jobs cannot only be felt by the employees but also by all people 

who do care work at home. They step in if the day care center closes earlier due to a lack of staff, 

relatives do not get any assistance or when open youth work just doesn't exist. More and more people 

are in need of more emotional and physical care due to the covid-pandemic, this means more underpaid 

social work or unpaid care work. At the same time support doesn't arrive at the particularly vulnerable 

groups of society, and their work will remain badly paid or completely unpaid. Finally good working 

conditions for care work concern us all, because everyone will sooner or later need help and support, no 

matter if its due to illness, crisis in everyday life or simply in old age.  

 

Together against patriarchy and capitalism! 

These bad working conditions follow a system: capitalist society needs the oppression and exploitation 

of FLINTA*s to keep care and reproductive work unpaid or poorly paid. In this process, time and 

resources for care work are being reduced up to the point where this work doesn't serve the people, the 

working conditions are getting worse, and the work still remains not-visible and unpaid. This process is 

furthermore keeping people just healthy enough to stay in the job market, however the needs of people 

who are unable to work, are not important and rehabilitation’s goal is only to keep this system running. 

The people who suffer under these conditions are dependent on care work, they are children, patients, 

clients, and their relatives and of course employees and those who do unpaid care work, they are all 

systematically exploited, overworked and overwhelmed beyond their limits. 

We are fighting against these circumstances! Let us lay down our work and take to the streets 8th 

March. For ourselves, and in solidarity with all other people who suffer under patriachal, racist and 

capitalist structures!  

Let’s strike together! 

Solidary – feminist – anticapitalist. For a global feminist strike!  

 

FLINTA* committee for a feminist strike in Nuremberg 
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